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AbstractAccording to the paradigm that existed for centuries, all thoughts and arguments in favor of (andagainst) absolute motion have always been associated with absolute space (or the ether) and, infact, these two concepts have always been inseparable in our thoughts, i.e. 'absolute motion isrelative to an objective absolute space'. Reconciliation of the Sagnac effect with Michelson-Morley(MM) experiment null result has always been a daunting task. The Sagnac experiments remained'impossible' to be reconciled with all theories of relativity. This paper discloses the reason whysolving this paradox remained a daunting task for almost a century: it required a paradigm shift!!!In this paper a new paradigm about motion and space is proposed: Absolute motion/ absolutespace is intrinsic. Absolute motion is intrinsic to a physical object, just as consciousness is intrinsicto a conscious being. This paradigm may take us a long way, but this paper gives only a hint andmuch remains to be explored.IntroductionEven though the notion of absolute motion existed for centuries, the meaning of absolute motionremains unintelligible to this date. The majority of the scientific community rejected its validity/existence during the last century; however, experiments gave hint on its existence. The Sagnacexperiments remained 'impossible' to be reconciled with all theories of relativity. This paperdiscloses the reason why solving this paradox remained a daunting task for almost a century: itrequired a paradigm shift !!!The new theory in this paper has been developed in an attempt to reconcile Sagnac effect withrelativity theories (Galileo's invariance principle, Einstein's two postulates and the ' Relativity ofEM Fields/ Waves' already proposed by this author.)
DiscussionAccording to the paradigm that existed for centuries, all thoughts and arguments in favor of (andagainst) absolute motion have always been associated with absolute space and, in fact, these twoconcepts have always been inseparable in our thoughts i.e. 'absolute motion is relative to anobjective absolute space'. In this paper a new paradigm about motion and space is proposed :Absolute motion/ absolute space is intrinsic. Absolute motion does not require (is not related to)an objectively existing absolute space or medium (the ether). Space is empty. An objective absolutespace or medium does not exist. Although absolute space doesn't exist, we imagine an objectiveabsolute space to understand and analyze the effects of intrinsic absolute motion/space.  .



We will start from a brief review of previous theories proposed by this author and then discuss thenew paradigm. The intention in reviewing previous theories is to bring all about relative andabsolute motion and the speed of light to the same point.
1. Relativity of EM Fields/ WavesMotion of an observer directly towards or away from a light source will result in an apparentcontraction of the light (EM) wave towards the source or its expansion away from the source,respectively, resulting in Doppler frequency/wavelength shift. This theory can solve the paradox 'how can two observers moving relative to each other measure the same speed of light ?'. Thistheory has been proposed [1] as an alternative to the 'length contraction, time dilation' hypothesisin Special Relativity. The speed of light remains unaffected by the relative speed of the observer.Motion of an observer in the lateral direction (relative to a light source) will result in- Transverse Doppler shift- A need for modification in the analysis of stellar aberration
2. Proposed experiment to test the ' Relativity of EM Fields/Waves ' theory.The theory of Relativity of EM Fields/ Waves can be explained as follows:Imagine a lights source S with a stationary observer A at some distance from the light source S.Imagine another observer B moving with velocity V towards the source. Assume that at t = 0 thelight source is emitting (the peak point of) a light pulse. And at this same instant of time (t = 0)observer B is at the same point as observer A, but moving with velocity V towards the source.The postulate in this theory is that both observers will detect the light pulse after the same timedelay! Observer B will not detect the light pulse earlier than observer A (as one would normallyexpect because B is moving towards the source). This is due to an apparent spacial compression(contraction) or expansion of EM fields/ waves, due to the motion of the observer relative to thesource. If the envelope of the light pulse (a video pulse detected by a light detector) was saved anddisplayed on screens, the pulse received at observer B would be a temporally compressed (Dopplershifted ) form of the pulse received at observer A. But both observers would observe the peak of thepulse envelope after the same time delay, but with the width of the pulse received at observer Bnarrower than the width of the pulse received at observer A.This theory just follows from emptiness of space. If space is empty, then all observers shouldmeasure the speed of light to be equal to C, irrespective of their velocity relative to the source (Thesecond postulate of Special Relativity). (Assuming that the observer and the source haveindependent motions. This will be discussed later ).Thus an experiment can be performed to prove (or disprove) this theory. If both observers A and Bdetect the peak of the light pulse after equal delays (at exactly the same instant of time), then thistheory proves to be correct. However, the source should be far enough away from the observers, toget a conclusive result.If the light pulse is emitted from a source (laser light source) located on the moon, the delay will beabout one second. Within one second, an aircraft with a velocity of 500 m/s would travel 500meters. It takes light about 1.6 micro seconds to travel 500 meters.Thus, the observer (detector) on the aircraft moving directly towards the moon (observer B) is



expected to receive the light pulse 1.6 microseconds earlier than the stationary observer (detector)(observer A) on the earth (according to existing theories of light and space/motion). According tothe Relativity of EM Fields/ Waves theory, however, the detector/observer on the aircraft wouldreceive the peak of the light pulse exactly at the same instant that the peak of the pulse is receivedby the stationary detector/observer A on the ground, but a narrower pulse.The upper diagram (Fig. 1a and 1b) represents the waveform of the light pulse envelope recordedat the stationary observer A, and the lower diagram as recorded at (by) the moving observer B.Note that if the source was emitting point Q of the waveform at the moment (t=0) that observer Bwas at the same position as observer A, then both observers would receive point Q on thewaveform simultaneously (Fig. 1a). If the source was emitting the peak point P of the waveform atthe moment (t=0) that observer B was at the same position as observer A, then both would receivepoint P simultaneously. (Fig. 1b)
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3. In absolute space, Doppler frequency shift can occur even with observer and source are at restrelative to each other.This will happen while absolute velocity is changing  ( according to ' Dynamic Absolute Motion'theory ). This will be acceleration in absolute space.For a constant acceleration, Doppler frequency shift will occur in the transient condition until theabsolute velocity settles in a final value. This is because, with a continuously changing (sayincreasing) absolute velocity in absolute space, each light pulse has to travel progressively longerdistance before it is observed by the observer, as compared to previous pulses, if the source isbehind the observer as seen in the direction of motion. Therefore, even though the source isemitting the pulses at regular time intervals, the time interval between reception of the pulses atthe observer will continuously increase from pulse to pulse. Constant absolute velocity results onlyin time (phase) delay. Changing absolute velocity results both in phase and frequency difference.For a varying acceleration, absolute velocity (obviously) varies and hence Doppler frequency shiftwill occur even with source and observer at rest relative to each other.The analysis is as follows:S                                             O
Imagine an observer O and a light source S , both in some absolute space with the source S behindthe observer as shown.Assume that S and O are at rest in that absolute space. Therefore, a light pulse emitted by S will bereceived by O after a time delay oft0 = D / CIf the source emits pulses at regular intervals, the observer will receive those pulses with the sametime interval between pulses, but with a time delay, t0.Assume now that both the source S and observer O are moving to the right with a constant velocityVabs ; so they will always be at rest relative to each other.In this case, the time delay before observer O receives a light pulse emitted by S will be determinedas:The total distance travelled by the pulse before it is received by the observer will beD + Vabs. (D/C )Thus, the time taken by the pulse before it is observed will bet0 = ( D + Vabs. (D/C ) ) / C= D/C . ( 1 + Vabs / C )For a constant Vabs the time delay t0 will be constant. As before, if the source S emits light pulses atregular intervals, they will be received by observer O with the same time intervals between pulses.
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But in this case the time delay (phase delay) has increased by D/C . Vabs / CObviously, no Doppler effect in this case.Next assume that the absolute velocity Vabs is increasing uniformly. This would be an (constant)acceleration in absolute space, aabs. In this case, the total distance travelled by the pulse before it isobserved will beD + Vabs . D/C + 1/2 . aabs . (D/C)2 ( from elementary physics )The time delay will be determined by dividing the total distance by the speed of light.t0 =   ( D + Vabs . D/C + 1/2 . aabs . (D/C)2 ) / C= D/C + Vabs . D/C2  +  1/2C . aabs .  D2 / C2
The two terms D/C and 1/2C . aabs . D2 / C2 are constants, so they will result only in time (phase)delay.Let K0 be the sum of the two constant termsK0 = D /C +    1/2C . aabs .  D2 / C2The term Vabs . D/C2 is not constant because Vabs varies with time.For a constant acceleration aabs , the absolute velocity at any time will beVabs = aabs .  t            ( assuming that Vabs = 0 at t = 0 )Therefore the time varying term will beVabs . D/C2 = aabs .  t   . D/C2 =  K1. t    ,  where   K1 = aabs .  D/C2Therefore, the total time delay can be expressed ast0 = k0 + k1. tAssume that the wave transmitted by S is sinusoidalsin  ( ω t )Now, the wave received at observer O will besin  (ω t - ω t0 ) = sin  (ω t - ω ( k0 + k1. t ))=  sin (ω t - ω.k0 - ω. k1. t)=  sin ( (ω - k1. ω ).t - ω . k0 )



We see that the change in angular frequency will bek1. ω , and hence the change in frequency will be k1 . fThe w . k0 term represents a constant phase delay.Thus we have shown that there will be Doppler effect even if the source and the observer are at restrelative to each other, if they are accelerating (with the same acceleration) in absolute space.Note that, we mean intrinsic absolute space/motion and not objective absolute space/motion in theabove analysis. Objective absolute space does not exist and has been ruled out by the MMX nullresult.This theory may explain the ' time dilation' effect observed in Haefel- Keating experiment. Even ifthe source and detector in the atomic clock are at rest relative to each other, there is a possibility ofDoppler effect during transient periods of time. One is the time period until absolute velocity settlesin a final value and the other is during periods of acceleration changes of the aircrafts.
4. Absolute motion (velocity) is dynamicConsider an MM device that has been in uniform rectilinear 'motion' for a long enough time. Nofringe shift will be observed in this case. Imagine that the MM device is accelerated with someconstant acceleration, a. Then absolute velocity, Vabs, will build up gradually as a 'dynamic' timeintegral of acceleration and fringe shift will be observed and increases as absolute velocityincreases. Suppose that the MM device has been in acceleration 'a', for a long enough time. Thus, theabsolute velocity no longer keeps on increasing and it will settle on some final value, Vabsf. Thus, foreach value of acceleration ('a'), there will be a final absolute velocity, Vabsf, proportional to 'a'.Vabs =  Vabsf ( ))where Vabsf = K . a , where 'a' is acceleration, K is some constant and τ is the time constantThis theory has already been proposed by this author [2].
4. Absolute motion is intrinsic, analogous to consciousness.Imagine an observer O and a Michelson-Morley (MM) device (with a light source S and detector D),both inside a space craft moving in space.
At first, suppose that the space craft has been in uniform rectilinear motion for a long enough time.Hence, as discussed above, the absolute velocity of the space craft would be zero. Observer O won'tobserve any fringe shift. He/ she would measure the speed of light (from S) to be equal to C.Suppose then that the space craft starts accelerating. Hence, as discussed previously, absolutevelocity starts to build up. Observer O and the MM device have the same absolute velocity, Vabs. Hewould observe a fringe shift. You can imagine the observer and the source to be moving in some
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imaginary absolute space with velocity Vabs. Hence, observer O would measure the speed of light tobe C + Vabs (if the source is in front of the observer, as seen in the direction of acceleration). If thesource is behind the observer, he/she would measure C - Vabs.Now let us come to the intrinsic nature of absolute motion (velocity).Observer O measures C + Vabs (or C - Vabs) because the source and observer share the sameabsolute motion (velocity). Note that I didn't even say 'equal' , I said 'same'. They share the sameabsolute velocity : the absolute velocity of the space craft. The space craft, the MM device (with thesource S, detector D, the mirrors, the frames) and the observer O move as a unit.Now let us see the distinction in this theory.Imagine that there is another observer O' in a different space craft, which is at rest relative to thespace craft of observer A, but is moving independently. Assume that both space crafts can alsoaccelerate together, but are always at rest relative to each other, but they always have independentmotions. i.e. they don't exist/move as a unit.Assume that observer O' can also measure the speed of light from the source S, which is part of theMM device on the space craft of observer O, and can (some how) also look into the detector on theMM device. Note that the space crafts are not allowed to have any physical contact, and observer O'also is allowed only to look into the detector D (can't have any physical contact with it).Now, what velocity of light and fringe shift would the observer O' measure ?!Both observers (O and O') would observe a fringe shift, by looking into detector D. But observer O'can't explain the fringe shift ! For him, the source S is always at the center of the wave fronts, thespeed of light is always equal to C, both the forward and lateral beams travel equal distances, . . .Now suppose that the detector D on the MM device (which was fixed to and moving as a unit withthe device) was removed and observed O' tried to observe a fringe shift by using another detectorD' (that is inside his own space craft) that is some how placed to detect fringe shift of light from theMM device. Note that the detector D' and the MM device (with detector removed) are on differentspace crafts, and have no physical contact.In this case, observer O' would not observe any fringe shift with his own detector D' , even whenthere is acceleration ! But observer O can observe a fringe shift with detector D that is on his ownspace craft. The speed of light relative to the detector D depends on the absolute velocity of the MMdevice, but the speed of light is always (as far as there is no relative acceleration between the twospace crafts, in which case the effect of relative motion would appear : see 'General Relativity of EMwaves' theory already proposed ) equal to C relative to the detector D'. Therefore, detector D’ can’tdetect the absolute velocity of the MM device.Observer O' can't observe any fringe shift with his own detector D' and can't explain the fringe shiftobserved with detector D ! The absolute motion of the MM device is intrinsic to the MM device (tothe space ship carrying it ) ! Only a detector that shares the same absolute velocity as the MMdevice can detect the fringe shift. Observer O can explain the fringe shift he is observing because hehas already detected that he is in absolute motion ( he already measured C±Vabs).Observer O' would observe a fringe shift only if he/she had another MM device on his own spaceship ! In that case, he would measure only the absolute velocity of his own space craft.



Thus, an observer can observe the effect of absolute velocity (C± Vabs and fringe shift) only ifhe/she shares the same motion (absolute velocity) with the MM device. The source (the MMdevice) and the observer share the same motion if both are inside the same space craft. They sharethe same motion also if they are in different space crafts which have the same motion. This can bedone only by fixing the two space crafts rigidly together. In this case, the two space crafts move as aunit, as a single object.This is the new paradigm.
5. Assumptions, speculations and reasonings in the development of ' Dynamic, Intrinsic' theory ofmotion/spaceThe ' Intrinsic and Dynamic' theory of absolute motion/space presented above was developed in anattempt to reconcile the outcomes of MM's and Sagnac's experiments. The reasonings andassumptions followed in the development of this theory were as follows.- Absolute motion is related to a change in state of motion (acceleration) of an object and has noconnection with the motion of that object relative to other objects or relative to a medium (an etheror an absolute space).- If all inertial observers agree on the motion of an object, then that motion is an absolute motion.Thus all inertial observers agree on rotational motion of an object. All agree on the same angularvelocity of that object. Thus rotational motion is always absolute.- Translational motion is different. Not all inertial observers always agree on the sametranslational velocity of an object. However, all inertial observers will agree on the sameacceleration of an object.- Now we have to make some logical speculation. If we accept that an object that has been inuniform rectilinear 'motion' for a long enough time is at absolute rest, then the acceleration of thatobject must result in an absolute velocity (as a time integral of acceleration). All inertial observerswill agree on this velocity.- But that (absolute) velocity which resulted from acceleration (as a time integral of acceleration)should not be permanent and static because, if acceleration resulted in a permanent/static absolutevelocity, a fringe shift would be observed in the Michelson-Morley (MM) experiment (but didn't).Thus, it follows that absolute velocity must be dynamic (changing). Absolute velocity builds upduring acceleration and, if the acceleration lasts long enough, (absolute velocity) settles in a finalsteady-state value and (absolute velocity) will be discharged/decay gradually towards zero (withsome time constant) if the acceleration ceases.Note that after acceleration has ceased, the object is 'inertial' , but the object will have an absolutevelocity until it discharges/decays completely (with some time constant) back to zero.- The above ' Dynamic' theory can account for the 'null' result of MM experiment. Let us see theparadox that arises, which required the new paradigm: ' Intrinsic' .The Sagnac effect has been the most difficult and daunting phenomena to be reconciled with anytheory of relativity (and MM experiment). Imagine that a miniature MM device is mounted on androtating with a Sagnac device. We can easily account for the fringe shift detected by the Sagnacdevice by assuming an absolute space/motion. The forward and backward beams start from thesame point in space and, as the detector is in (absolute) motion towards the backward beam andaway from the forward beam, the two beams will travel different distances before they arrive at thedetector and this will account for the observed phase (fringe) shift. The absolute velocity of the



detector (and the source) is equal to the product of angular velocity and radius (ωr). Althoughthere is a fundamentally wrong assumption associated with this analysis (an objective absolutespace), this is the simplest and the most straight forward explanation; this same explanation will beadopted with a different paradigm in this paper: an intrinsic absolute space/ motion. Theassumption of an objective absolute space results in a paradox because then the MM device wouldalso have the same absolute velocity as the detector of the Sagnac device (ωr) and we wouldobserve a fringe shift accordingly. But according to the 'Dynamic' theory already proposed (andaccording to the MM ‘null’ result), this is incorrect and the absolute velocity of the MM device isdifferent in its nature: it depends on the ' dynamic' time integral of its acceleration.This was a daunting paradox that required a new paradigm that may replace the paradigm thatexisted for centuries.The way out of the above paradox is proposed as follows.
Space is empty. An objectively existing absolute space or medium (ether) doesn't exist. Butabsolute motion exists. So absolute motion must be intrinsic to physical objects! The absolutemotion (velocity) of an object is intrinsic to that object.The Sagnac device as a unit (as a single object) has its own absolute motion: rotation. What isrotating? The Sagnac device is rotating as a unit. All (inertial) observers agree on its angularvelocity. We assume some imaginary absolute space associated with (intrinsic to ) the device inwhich the angular velocity of the Sagnac device is its absolute angular velocity. Then the source andthe detector are (absolutely) moving (revolving around the center), in that imaginary absolutespace, with velocity equal to ωr. Due to a difference in path length of the forward and the backwardbeams, then a fringe shift will result. The absolute rotation of the Sagnac device is intrinsic to itself.Even though the MM device is rotating with the Sagnac device, it is not constrained to have thesame absolute velocity ωr as the detector of the Sagnac device because the Sagnac device is rotatingin its own intrinsic absolute space, and not in an objective absolute space. There is no commonobjective absolute space in which both the detector and MM device move. Space is empty.The MM device should also be analyzed in its own intrinsic absolute space. That space is the spacein which the velocity of the MM device is its absolute velocity, which is equal to the ‘dynamic’ timeintegral of acceleration.If the same detector was used as part of both devices, it would have different absolute velocities aspart of each device. The Sagnac device is rotating in its own intrinsic absolute space and the MMdevice is translating (moving) in its own intrinsic absolute space. In the intrinsic absolute space ofthe Sagnac device, the detector is moving with an absolute velocity equal to ωr. In the intrinsicabsolute space of the MM device, the detector is moving with absolute velocity equal to the‘dynamic’ time integral of its (centripetal) acceleration.If we say that absolute velocity is intrinsic to the MM device, then this requires that the existence ofthe MM device as a unit. As a unit, all parts of the Sagnac device, i.e the mirrors, the source, thedetector, and even the connecting rods ! , 'know' each other ; they are moving as a single unit andare designed and constructed and arranged to detect (absolute) rotation. Even the frame of thedevice has a fundamental role, the same as that of other parts ! All parts of the device have the samerole: detection of rotation. What is detected is rotation of the whole device. The whole device mustexist if we are even to talk about its rotation. All parts of the device (the mirrors, the source, the



detector, the frame) make up the device, and thus all have a fundamental role. We will discuss theconsequences of this paradigm soon.The arguments can be restated as follows.Does a Sagnac device exist? Is it rotating? Yes. All observers can agree on these. The observers don'trequire the existence of absolute space or the ether to know this. So, whether a fringe shift will beobserved or not depends on whether the Sagnac device is rotating or not, which in turn depends onthe agreement of all inertial observers. The absolute motion of the light source and the detectorfollows from the absolute rotation of the device.Does an MM device exist? Is it (absolutely) moving? If all inertial observers accept absolute velocityas a 'dynamic' time integral of acceleration, then they will agree on the absolute velocity of the MMdevice.Thus what matters is what all observers agree on the (absolute) motion of a physical object. Thatmotion is absolute motion and is intrinsic to that object. The agreement of all inertial observers onan absolute motion is the beginning of all analysis.Let us see another consequence of the new paradigm.Previously we stated that an observer can observe the effect of absolute motion (measuringC± Vabs) only if he/she shares a common (same) absolute velocity with the light source.According to the 'dynamic' theory of absolute motion proposed earlier, an accelerated MM devicewill be 'charged' with absolute velocity if accelerated and hence will form a fringe shift.Imagine that the parts ( the mirrors, the detector) of an MM device are not rigidly fixed to eachother, but assume that the parts are arranged in space to form (rather simulate) an MM device.Assume that each part (mirrors, source, detector) can be accelerated independently. So all parts canbe accelerated at the same time with equal (but independent) accelerations, so that they alwaysstay together to form (rather look like) a real MM device. But they don't really exist as a unit.Then will a fringe shift be observed in this case also ?According to the 'Intrinsic' paradigm, no fringe shift will be observed even if the parts areaccelerated at the same time to look exactly like an accelerated real MM device !The argument goes as follows.If an MM device is accelerated, then it will develop absolute velocity and hence a fringe shift. Thisabsolute velocity is intrinsic to the MM device. But an MM device, as a single unit, doesn't exist inthe above case. So, we can't talk about (let alone observe) absolute velocity of an MM device whenthe MM device doesn't exist in the first place. Absolute velocity is intrinsic. This requires theexistence of an MM device as a single unit. The parts of the MM device should exist as single unit (asan MM device) by being connected rigidly to each other, arranged properly, for an MM device toexist. A real MM device should exist.If absolute space (or ether) existed objectively, there would be no difference between a real MMdevice and an MM device with parts not rigidly fixed together. But absolute motion/ space isintrinsic and doesn’t exist objectively.



The same argument can be made about Sagnac device. A fringe shift can be observed only on a real(with rigidly connected parts) Sagnac device. Even if parts of a Sagnac device rotate independentlyand look exactly like a real Sagnac device, the Sagnac device as a single unit doesn't exist ! If a realSagnac device doesn't exist as a unit, to what will absolute rotation be intrinsic?! If we say thatabsolute velocity is intrinsic, then there must be a physical entity (object) to which it will beintrinsic.The analogy with consciousness is as follows:A conscious being should exist in the first place, before we talk about feelings and perceptions. Justas feelings and perceptions are intrinsic to the conscious being (e.g a cat), so is absolute velocityintrinsic to the physical object.
6. An observer can observe directly (with his own detector) only his own absolute velocity (fringeshift).An observer can see a fringe shift directly (with his own detector) only if he has the same absolutevelocity as an MM device. Note again the fundamental difference between 'same' and 'equal'. Even ifan observer is at rest relative to an accelerating MM device or a rotating Sagnac device, he will notobserve any fringe shift directly (with his own detector, i.e a detector moving as a unit with him), ifhe/she does not have the same absolute motion as the MM device. The observer must be on thesame space craft carrying the MM device or, in the case of the Sagnac device, the observer shouldrotate together with the device (as a unit) to observe a fringe shift directly (with his own detector).If an observer observes a fringe shift (absolute velocity) directly on an MM device, then that is hisown absolute velocity ! If an observer detects a fringe shift (angular velocity) directly on a Sagnacdevice, then that velocity his own (absolute) angular velocity.An observer can't observe an absolute motion directly if he/she doesn't have that same absolutemotion. In effect, this means that an observer can observe directly only his own absolute motion.With this paradigm, absolute motion would be analogous to consciousness. Only the physical objectcan 'feel', 'perceive' its own absolute motion.7. An observer who does not have the same absolute velocity as a light source can not observe theeffects of absolute velocityImagine an inertial light source S and an inertial observer O, with independent motions. Theobserver will always measure the speed of light to be equal to C, irrespective of the relative motionbetween the source and the observer. If there is relative acceleration between the source and theobserver, the observer will measure the speed of light to be different from C.These have been discussed in the two theories previously proposed by the author: 'Relativity of EMFields/Waves' and ' General Relativity of EM Fields/Waves'.If an observer and a light source have independent motions, the observer will observe only theeffect of relative motion (Doppler effect, stellar aberration, . . as discussed in the two theoriesmentioned above) and cannot observe the effect of absolute motion of the light source. One effect ofabsolute motion is measuring the speed of light (from S) to be equal to C ± Vabs. The other effect isthe source not being at the center of the wave fronts. Another related effect is the anisotropy of thespeed of light, relative to the source.Thus, an observer who has motion independent of the motion of the light source S will not observe



these effects. He/she will always observe the source S to be at the center of the wave fronts, i.e.irrespective of any motion (absolute or relative) (or acceleration) of the observer or the source.Even if an observer just happened to be at rest relative to a source that is accelerating (absolutelymoving), he/she cannot observe the anisotropy of the speed of light relative to that source. Thus anobserver who is on an accelerating space craft can observe the anisotropy of the speed of lightemitted from the space craft, but another observer with an independent motion cannot observe theanisotropy of the speed of light emitted from the accelerating space craft. For him, the speed of lightis always equal to C, if he measures in all directions relative to the source, and for him the lightsource is always at the center of the wave fronts.
8. Effect of source-observer relative velocity when both are moving with the same absolute velocityImagine an observer O and a light source S, at rest relative to each other, both inside an acceleratingspace craft, with the source in front of the observer as seen in the direction of the acceleration.

Previously we discussed that the observer would measure speed of light to be C+Vabs. (And C- Vabsif the source was behind the observer). Now, the question is:What if the observer moves towards /away from the source with relative velocity, Vrel (while bothare in the same accelerating space ship) ? What velocity of light would he/she measure ? He/shewould measure the speed of light to be equal to C+Vabs, irrespective of the relative velocity Vrel !Therefore, for the positions of the source and the observer shown above, the speed of light isalways a constant C+Vabs!  (if the observer was in front of the source, this would be C- Vabs).If the relative positions of the source and the observer is at an angle Θ relative to the acceleration(absolute velocity), then he/she would always measure the speed of light C' to be the vector sum oftwo vectors : C and Vabs, where the angle between the two vectors is Θ, irrespective of any velocityrelative to the source.
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If the relative position of the observer and the source is lateral to the direction of acceleration(absolute velocity), the observer would measure C' as :C'  = (C2 + Vabs 2) 1/2

9. According to the ' Dynamic Absolute Motion/ Space' theory , the absolute velocity of an MMdevice on the earth will be a dynamic time integral of the centripetal acceleration of the earth dueto its revolution around the sun. This acceleration is only of the order of a few cm/ s2 (roughly, say,3 cm / s2) . It is this acceleration which will be integrated to build absolute velocity of the earth. Butwe don't know the final value of the absolute velocity for this amount of acceleration, because wedon't know the constants K and Tau introduced in the ' Dynamic Absolute Motion ' theory. At thistime all we know is that they are some constants; we don't even know what they depend on andtheir order of magnitudes.Vabs  =  Vabsf ( 1 - e (-t/ Tau) )  ,Vabsf = K . awhere  a is acceleration, K is some constant, Tau  is a time constant.These constants can be determined experimentally ( assuming the theory to be correct ).However, at this stage we guess that there will be some fringe shift, however small, due to themotion of the earth relative to the sun.But optical resonator experiments [1] did not detect a ΔC/C even as small as 10-17 ! ! !  that iscaused by any anisotropy of light speed due to the motion of the earth.
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After developing the ' Dynamic Absolute Motion' theory , I hoped that a very small anisotropy of thespeed of light might be detected by accelerating the device ( optical resonator ). But when I knewthat even a ΔC/C  as small as 10-17 was not detected,   I had to re think about the theory, includingits validity. If no anisotropy of the speed of light is observed at a level of 10-17 for an acceleration of3 cm/s2 , then there will be no hope to detect any anisotropy even if the device (optical resonator)is accelerated with an acceleration as large as 100 m/s2. However, after some thoughts I foundsome way out, a hypothesis.Hypothesis 1One proposed explanation is as follows.We search for a solution in the equation of ' Dynamic Absolute Space/ Motion'  theory.Vabs  =  Vabsf ( 1 - e (-t/ Tau) )Vabsf = K . awhere  'a' is acceleration, ' K'  is some constant, ' Tau'  is a time constant.The following is a model that greatly simplifies understanding the ' Dynamic Absolute Motion'theory.

The current ‘ I ‘ is proportional to acceleration: I α a

‘ C ‘ is the capacitance of an object to absolute velocity

‘R’ is the ‘ resistance’ which ‘dissipates’ absolute velocityThe constant K determines the final value of absolute velocity, Vabsf, for a given acceleration.The constant X , together with K , determines the time constant Tau.If the value X is very large, the time constant will be very large, so it will take a very long time forabsolute velocity to build up and this might be the reason for the virtually nil anisotropy of lightspeed.So what physical properties might be related to X ?  The first thing one would naturally consider isthe mass of the object that is accelerating. If the mass of that object is very large, it will take verylong time for absolute velocity to build up.
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The object under acceleration in MM experiments is the earth and the mass of the earth isenormous. So X will also be enormous. Therefore, even if the earth has some small amount ofacceleration due to its motion relative to the sun, the absolute velocity can never build up to adetectable level in the appropriate length of time due to the enormous ' capacitance' of the earth .On top of this is the effect of  periodic (yearly) and continuous change in direction of absolutevelocity of the earth, so its absolute velocity will never build up in one direction.Additional factor which should be considered is regarding the direction of absolute velocity. Theinstrument (optical resonator) should be oriented in the direction of the absolute velocity. Theabsolute velocity due to the revolution of the earth around the sun is directed towards the sun ( ifthe time constant Tau is small enough), so the instrument should be oriented accordingly.Therefore, X  may be proportional to mass.X  =  Km . M   , where Km is some constant.
K  might be a property of space and hence the same for all objects.The unit of K is second. It is an effective amount of time in seconds for the acceleration to integrateto build the final value of absolute velocity.The time constantTau  =  X . KSince the unit of Tau and the unit of K is second , X is unitless.Therefore, the unit of Km will be kg -1
Now, in the analysis of MMX, which mass will be used : the mass of the earth or the mass of the MMdevice ?According to the ' Absolute Motion is Intrinsic'  theory (paper) proposed by this author, since theMMX device and the earth are moving as a unit, the sum of their masses will be used in the analysisof the experiment. Since the mass of the earth is enormous, this will be effectively the mass of theearth itself.We use the mass of the MM device when it is actively accelerated (of course, this is not practical). Ifan MM device is mounted on a car and accelerated, the sum of the mass of the MM device and themass of the car will be used in the analysis.So, if the virtually nil fringe shift in all experiments done so far has been due to the enormous massof the earth, an experiment can be done by actively accelerating an MM device (or an opticalresonator). If the device is mounted on a rocket (to impart maximum acceleration), the total massof the MM device and the rocket will be used. In this case, the time constant may be small enoughfor a fringe shift to build up quickly and be observed. If the experiment is sensitive to vibrations,perhaps acceleration due to free fall may be used ?



10 . So, the postulates and hypotheses can be summarized as follows1. Absolute motion is dynamic2. All objects moving as a unit have the same absolute motion ( rotation and translation ), atall times. All parts of an object have the same absolute motion.3. Absolute motion is intrinsic.Based on these three postulates and hypotheses, we can explain the MMX experiment. Since theMMX is moving as a unit with the earth, it will have the same absolute velocity and the sameabsolute rotation (angular velocity) as the earth, at all times. And the absolute velocity of the earthis almost nil according to the hypothesis that the time constant Tau depends on the mass of theobject. The MM device can not have any absolute velocity due to rotation of the earth about its ownaxis, as one would expect because the MM device has centripetal acceleration towards the center ofthe earth.This can be interpreted as: the earth can not move relative to itself.Just as one would not talk of absolute velocity of the earth due to its rotation about its own axis, onewould not talk of absolute velocity of the MM device due to its motion relative to the center of theearth.The device will have the same absolute motion ( rotation and translation) as the earth, at alltimes, unless the device is accelerated (rotational or translational ) actively relative to the earth.The absolute velocity of the earth comes from its centripetal acceleration towards the sun. Thus,according to the Dynamic Absolute Motion theory, the absolute velocity of the earth is the dynamictime integral of this acceleration.The paradox of a miniature MM device fixed to a rotating Sagnac device can also be resolved withthese postulates and hypotheses.The Sagnac device and the MM device are moving as a unit. So they will have the same absolutemotion ( rotational and translational), at all times. The unit is absolutely rotating. So the Sagnacdevice is also absolutely rotating, hence a fringe shift. The MM device is also absolutely rotating, butthis will not have effect on its fringe shift. The unit is not absolutely translating ( i.e it is at absoluterest) because we have assumed that it is only rotating. Therefore, the Sagnac device is not inabsolute translation. The MM device is also not absolutely translating (i.e its absolute velocity iszero). The unit (and hence the MM device) will develop absolute velocity only if it is accelerated; itwill not develop absolute velocity due to rotation. If the unit is accelerated without being rotated,the MM device will detect a fringe shift where as the Sagnac device will not.



ConclusionThe new ' Intrinsic' paradigm about absolute space/ absolute motion presented in this paper is nota mere speculation. This theory evolved as a result of an exhaustive search for all possibilities toexplain and reconcile the Sagnac effect with relativity theories. This paradigm may take us a longway, but this paper gives only a hint and much remains to be explored. Any new explanations andclarifications will be presented in future versions of this paper.Always thanks to God and His Mother, Our Lady Saint Virgin Mary.
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